
DATE

NAME

AGE

Has your doctor ever said you have a heart condition and should only perform physical activity recommended by a doctor?  Yes

/ No

Do you have any pain in your chest when performing physical activity or when lifting anything over 50 pounds?   Yes / No 

Do you ever black out get dizzy, or lose balance?   Yes / No

Do you have any joint or bone pain that could be increased when doing physical activity? Yes / No

Is your doctor currently prescribing any kind of beta blockers or heart medication, or medication for high blood pressure.   Yes /

No

Do you have any other reason why you should not do any kind of lifting or other physical activity?  Yes / No 

What’s your current job title or occupation?

On said job how many hours of the day are you sitting or standing in one place?

Does your job require a lot of repetitive motion

Yes   No 

Does your job require any kind of special shoes such as heals or dress shoes or work boots? 

Yes.   No 

Does your job cause you any kind of stress or anxiety 

Yes.   No 

Do you have any form of mental health related problems such as depression or anxiety.

Yes.    No 

I give permission to smith fitness to post any of my progress photos or work outs I do with smith fitness on there social media.

____

Smith Fitness is not liable for any injuries that happen on or off site of Smith Fitness.  ____

When starting with Smith Fitness I understand that I must give a 2 week notice of when I’m planning to stop working with Smith

Fitness  

_____

I understand that all sales are final with Smith Fitness.

_____

As a client of Smith Fitness I hereby agree to follow diet plans and work out routines to the best of my ability on and off campus

from Smith Fitness

____

With signing at the bottom I fully understand all the terms and policy’s of smith fitness 

Signature X                                                     Date:   

Below is a medical questionnaire for Smith Fitness. Please fill this out

to the best of your ability. 

By signing this for you agree that Smith Fitness, i,e. Hayden Smith, is not

liable for any injuries or damages incurred during training or after your

session.


